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Foreword

The work of the Bench Marks Foundation is directed towards
making corporations accountable to the larger society they
operate in.

Making corporations accountable is to do with government
formulating the right policies and making rules which ensure that
the policies are implemented. But we know from our experience
that corporations don't always work within the rules and that
governments tend to be slow in enforcing the rules. Making
corporates accountable is not fully possible without the active
monitoring and collective action of the larger community and in
particular the action of people who are directly affected by
corporations.

A major problem in present day society is that corporations and
government accumulate enormous power using advanced
information and communication technology that reduces the
community's role to a passive one. The community is only
encouraged to be active as individual consumers. Poor and working
class communities are worse off as they do not even have the power
of consumers.

It is in this context that we have adjusted our strategy of
researching corporations to an approach that simultaneously builds
the active awareness and participation of local community activists
in the process of gathering information and communicating
messages.

In this second year of our monitoring action work we have
developed interesting new ideas, approaches and methods on how
to build communication around our community monitoring action.

We are particularly excited by the beginnings of a network with
community groups in Malawi and Zambia and we hope to extend
the project to more countries in 2011.

We are driven by hope, hope that we can bring to bear the words
of Christ, that all may live in abundance as we strive for a more
equitable and just society.

We will continue to monitor big corporations as they have a
specific responsibility to share their wealth, remembering that
economic life begins with the community.

The Rt. Rev. Dr. Jo Seoka
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Introduction

Action Voices is a celebration of the work of the Bench Marks
Foundation's Monitoring Action Project. In this publication
we present the writings, reports, activities and achievements

of the project.

The Monitoring Project was set up in 2009.The aim of the project
is to help develop the capacity of local communities to monitor the
actions of corporations and government as well as take action
where they identify destruction of the environment and the
undermining of community life.

In the first year of the project 10 community activists were
trained in the skills of community monitoring. These "monitors"
were based in the platinum mining villages of Rustenburg and
Limpopo (Magobading and Sterkwater-Gapila), the townships of
Sebokeng and Bophelong in the heavy industry area of
Vanderbijlpark and the gold mining areas around the East Rand near
Johannesburg.

This year a new group of 11 community activists participated on
the project.They came from the same areas as in 2009 and included
new areas: Zamdela township located in Sasolburg just next to the
giant oil and petroleum producer Sasol, the town of Klerksdorp,
Dominionville were the uranium mines are located and the
abandoned gold mining areas of Welkom, Soweto and Kwa Thema
on the East Rand.

As in 2009, a key focus of the project was to help the monitors
develop the confidence to write down observations in short articles
and to develop the skill to email the article.The writings emailed to
the coordinators are set out in Section 1.

We devoted more time this year giving support to monitors to
do an action research project in their respective communities. Each

monitor set up a small community group and undertook an action
research project on a specific problem. The monitors were
thereafter assisted in preparing a report on the outcomes of the
groups’ research.The reports are set out in Section 2.

An important development in the Monitoring Project this year
was linking up with organisations doing similar monitoring work in
Malawi and Zambia. This collaboration was supported by IANRA
(The International Alliance on Natural Resources in Africa) and
involved the Citizens for Justice group in Malawi and Caritas group
in Zambia.Workshops were held in the copper mining area of Ndola
(Zambia) and the uranium mining town of Karonga in Malawi. The
ideas, experiences and methods emerging out of the South African
work were shared with local community activists in these towns.
The coordinators from the Malawian and Zambian organisations
participated in a workshop with South African monitors where they
presented reports on issues they were dealing with in their
respective countries.These reports are presented in Section 3.

We continued our exploration and experimentation with using
the internet as an organising tool. In 2009 we set up a "Google site"
where we uploaded information about the project and located our
videos and blogs. This year we assisted monitors to develop blog
sites and explored the use of Facebook to conduct group
discussions with other monitors located in different parts of the
country.We have began work towards setting up a common website
where different countries could share their information. A report
on these activities is set out in Section 4.

Mr John Capel 
Executive Director, Bench Marks Foundation
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The monitors' training programme begins with
learning to observe community situations and
events and turning these observations into

written statements.

Monitors are guided to see the rules of grammar,
spelling, structure and format as secondary to the
development of writing skills.What is primary is they
learn to become aware of their own thoughts,
develop the confidence and skill to turn these
thoughts into powerful words and statements in their
own unique style and to communicate this to the

world. An important part of the monitors' skills
development is that they develop the practise of
regular writing.They are encouraged to keep a diary
where they write down their personal thoughts on a
daily basis.

Every second week the monitors are asked to write
a short article and email it to the project
coordinators.

The writings presented here are a selection of the
articles received from the monitors in the 2010
programme.

Section 1

Monitors’ Writing
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Kgomotso Precilla Dimpeng
Magobading, Limpopo Province 

I am Kgomotso Precilla Dimpeng. I come from Magobading, a village in the Limpopo
Province. I was relocated from Makobakobe due to the expansion of the platinum mines in
our area. I am 22 years old. I completed my studies in 2008. I studied electrical engineering
at the University of Johannesburg and I got a learnership in training for 2 years which was
NQF level 2 and 3. I am a hard working person and in 2010 I was chosen by my organisation
to be part of the Bench Marks Foundation Community Monitoring Project.My organisation
is the Dilokong Independent Monitoring Forum. This organisation is made up largely of
young people and was started by community leader, Jerry Tshehlakgolo.

Companies around my community
My community is surrounded by platinum mines: Modikwa Platinum
Mine, Twickneham Mine, Hackney Mine, Marula Mine and also
Bakone Mine (Atok). Most of these companies are linked to Anglo
Platinum.There is also a company dealing with Chrome (ASA) and
manganese (Half Craft Mine).

Anglo Platinum 
In Magobading we are facing such huge problems with the mining
corporation, Anglo Platinum. When Anglo Platinum came to our
community we thought that now we are going to be rich and we are
going to get jobs, but all of this was just an image that we created
among ourselves.We have made many challenges to Anglo Platinum
and it promised us lots of stuff, for example: to provide bursaries for
two people from each house. Now we are struggling but I believe
that everything will come to pass. Anglo has its own time and I
believe we will have our own.

Many community organisations have challenged the companies on
the hurt they bring to the community. The Magobading Crisis
Committee challenged Anglo Platinum on our relocation. These
companies make promises to us and fail to deliver on their
promises.They told the relocated community that they will provide

bursaries, jobs and renovate the damage to their relocated homes
especially those caused by the rain.

The Magobading Crisis Committee challenged Anglo Platinum and
the mine has tried to bring the committee down. They tried
sabotaging us by electing their own coordinator without any
consultation with the community.
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Toto Nzamo
Kathlehong, Gauteng Province 

My name is Toto Nzamo and I am from a community called Kathlehong. I am a member of
the Kathoras Outreach Forum. I am an environmental activist and I am also a Bench Marks
Foundation monitor in the Ekurhuleni area. I have been monitoring environmental issues
related to the mining industries and I also research issues affecting our communities.The
aim of this research is to make communities aware of the problems and how to bring about
change.

No more fishing in community river 
One of the mines that I monitored recently is Zinco Mine in
Daggafontein in the southern part of Springs. Zinco mine produces
zinc and sulphur. The Casaldale community located close to the
mine complain about bad smells. I interviewed a community
member, who told me that Zinco polluted the Blesbok River with
sulphuric acid. He showed me a leaking pipe that carried mine waste
into the river. The Blesbok River runs into the Vaal River in
Heidelberg. He told me that the water was untreated and that there
was no way they can clean it. The community was concerned that
they can no longer fish in the river. He said that the mine
management denied that they were contaminating the river and that
the mine was taking its time to fix the leaking pipe. He mentioned
that management told them that they took water samples from the
Blesbok River and that the water was not harmful. He said that the
community of Casaldale could take their own water samples to a
neutral laboratory.

GrootvIei Mine strike 

I visited the Grootvlei Mine in Springs. Grootvlei is a gold mine
which is 19 kilometres from Struupvale township. During my visit I
interviewed a mine employee who wants to remain anonymous. He
told me that workers started a strike in February because the mine
did not pay workers their salaries. He explained that there are
workers living at the mine hostel who are not getting food because
the mine is facing financial problems. Many workers who live in the
surrounding areas use the mine bus to get to work. The bus
sometimes breaks down and workers arrive late at work. He said
that these workers are given a warning for arriving late at work.
That is why mine workers want a house allowance so that they
could live closer to the mine. But the mine management refused
their request. He also mentioned that what made the situation
more tense and violent is that workers are not sending their families
money to feed them.This makes workers very angry.

I interviewed a mine worker who said that the mine does not
consult with workers and that the mine is not involved in
community development. He also said that Grootvlei mine does not
give attention to environmental and social issues. What makes

workers sad is that they don't have benefits like a provident fund.
He said that they will strike until their grievances are met.

Air pollution at Dukathole Township

I visited Dukathole Township situated south of Germiston. This
township is 19 years old. Close to the township is an industrial area
called Industrial South. My visit was in connection with air quality.
The people in the community complained that they had problems
breathing. I interviewed a lady who sold fruit and vegetables. She
told me that there was a bad smell coming from industries and a
white dust blew all over the area. I also interviewed a factory
worker who told me that their working conditions were not good
because of rhinolite. Rhinolite is a white dust and plaster used to
make ceilings and other products. He told me that they inhaled the
dust while working and reported respiratory illnesses regularly to
their clinic.

I met a receptionist from the clinic and a nurse. I asked them
about the quality of the air.They mentioned to me that there was
a company called Germiston Mill (belonging to Tongaat Hulett
Starch) that released bad smells into the air every day, especially
on Fridays.This smell caused people to have headaches.We need
to ensure that our people in our workplaces and communities are
made aware of poor air quality around them and develop a
knowledge that can allow them to take action so that they can
care about their health.
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Tshepo Mmusi
Klerksdorp, Northwest Province

My name is Tshepo Mmusi and I live in Klerksdorp. I work for the Catholic Justice and Peace
Commission. We do advocacy for social justice. Members of our communities are deeply
affected by mines especially those in Dominionville and the surrounding areas of
Hartebeesfontein. As an organisation we feel that it is our responsibility to advocate for
those who are voiceless, marginalised and the poor because they are the ones who are
victimised by corporations.The Bench Marks Foundation’s monitoring programme is one of
the programmes that we make use of to take issues up with corporations and it
complements our environmental justice programme that we run within our organisation.

Family man sent home to die 

Klerksdorp is an area with a high degree of mining activities.This is
the story of a once energetic young man who had a lot to look
forward to in life. When this young man's dream of getting
employment became a reality it was the happiest day of his life as he
anticipated saving money for his dream wedding and raising his
children and prosper in life.That dream was supposed to be made
possible by Uranium One.

Tebogo Raseopi is a 31 year old man living in Jouberton extension
16 with his girlfriend and two beautiful children aged 5 years and 3
years.

Tebogo began working for Uranium One in 2004 as a healthy man
and the company showed him so many prospects as long as he was
working for the company as a miner and that included his health and
safety at work and even when not working being with his family at
home.

Tebogo was retrenched just like many miners working at Uranium
One due to the medical exit policy which declared him medically
unfit to continue working for the company. He went through a
normal check up routine and the company realised that his lungs
were no longer in good condition because he encountered

difficulties when he breathes and during extreme weather
conditions he feels chest pains.

After the company realised that he was no longer an asset, it
charged him with a case based on misconduct to get rid of him
before he became a liability.The whole process failed and ultimately
he was declared medically unfit to continue working and was sent
home without being compensated.The lung problem impacted badly
on him, career wise and socially, because for many years he hoped
to be one of the officials working in the mining environment. He can
no longer pursue any career in the mining industry because when
one is employed in the mining industry he or she is subjected to
medical tests which form part of the standard procedure when
recruiting.

Like many of his ex colleagues Tebogo is helpless, sitting at home
with his girlfriend and children depending on his immediate family
and friends for survival.At times his worries were are they going to
get their next meal? How is he going to afford to pay his children's
education? Will he be lucky to live long enough to see his children
grow, graduate and even getting married? This is a devastating story
of a young man who never stops worrying about his future, and all
of this, is thanks to the work of the irresponsible capitalist mining
company, Uranium One.
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Mokoena Kopano Simon
Zamdela, Sasolburg, Free State Province

I am Mokoena Kopano Simon living in Zamdela in the Vaal Triangle. My region is the Fezile
Dabi District. I am the chairperson of Fezile Dabi Arts Forum and an environmental activist.
I am part of many organisations such as the Vaal Environmental Justice Alliance, Climate
Change Network and the Climate Change Youth in Gauteng. My interest is in arts, culture
and theatre and I am very passionate about nature conservation. I would like to see more
young people taking part in decisions made about the environment.The monitoring project
has created a space for me to learn writing, computer skills and communication.We must
take good care of our environment.Aluta Continua.Amandla!

History of my community 

Sasolburg is a small industrial town in the Free State.This small town
was once a farm town which was unknown and underdeveloped
until coal was discovered. It was later discovered that this mineral
could be used for primary and secondary production. The mining
facility known as SIGMA was created in 1952 with the purpose of
mining coal. Sasolburg became an attraction point for foreign and
local labourers.

SIGMA created hostels for the workers known as Berlinah
Hostel, Skoonplaas Hostel and Midville Hostel.The first hostel was
built in 1953 and only the male workers were allowed to live here
and not with their families. At this time the mine had about 950
labourers working on the site. They worked under very poor
conditions.

By the late 1990's SIGMA had dug up 70% of the coal in the town
and the population had increased in Sasolburg because of the mine
and another industrial firm called Sasol which was using coal to
produce petrol and oil. In 2004 a new shaft called Mooikraal was
opened and it is to last for 70 years.

Although these companies created employment for Sasolburg
residents and other neighbouring towns, a huge problem was
discovered… the dumping of waste products.

A dumping site was made near the old mine near Berlinah Hostel.
This place became a dumping site not only for the mine but for
other private entities like Sasol and Iscor as well as the government.

Zamdela township 

Zamdela is the township that grew out of the coal mining activities
and Sasol. It is located in the west, downwind from the heavy
industrial zone and residents live with the constant smell of a variety
of chemical pollutants released by the factories.Waste coal ash and
mine tailing dumps are also located near Zamdela and ash dust is
frequently blown over Zamdela.

The industries that surround the township of Zamdela produce
chemicals and liquid fuels. There is an oil refinery, and companies
producing mining chemicals, synthetic rubbers, and plastics.

Problems faced by the community 

Industry brought jobs and growth to Sasolburg. People were
unaware of the hazardous exposure to chemicals, flares burning
night and day, air pollution and bad smells.This has created serious
health problems in the community. People have eye and skin
irritations, sinus problems and up to just about half of the people
have respiratory problems. Those who are young, old or infirm,
people living with HIV and people living in poverty are particularly
at risk.Workers suffer in the factories and continue to suffer when
they return home. The Zamdela community is suffering the health
cost of the polluting industries.

The community does not have an understanding of the problems
because they get no information. They are not involved in making
decisions in their area by both the municipality and Sasol.

Community organisations who challenge industries

There are many community organisations in Zamdela. Here are a
few:
! Zamdela youth concerned residents
! Golden Ash 
! Converse 
! Success Kingdom of Freedom 
! Sasolburg Air Quality Monitoring 
! Vaal Environmental Justice Alliance 

Our challenges:
! Pollution 
! Lack of development 
! Unemployment 
! High rate of crime 
! Lack of infrastructure 
! Poverty 
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Keneiloe Talita Letupu 
Chaneng, Rustenburg

I am Keneiloe Letupu, I am 27 years of age and I am a Bench Marks Foundation monitor.
I come from a village called Chaneng in Rustenburg. Chaneng consists of the following
villages: Rasimone, Robega and Mafenya.We have a population estimated at 30 000 people
living in the village. We all live under the leadership of Kgosi Leruo Molotlegi of the
Bafokeng Nation.

Promises not kept 

Some time last year the Anglo Platinum erected a new shaft in
Chaneng.The community was so excited that there will be more job
opportunities for the youth, since they are loitering in the street and
consume alcohol at a high rate.

But since then up to now all we see is disaster.There are no jobs
for our unskilled community.We, as the community, made demands
for many things which were to benefit the youth.The mine promised
that they would give us jobs and training. The youth led by the
Chaneng Youth Organisation called a meeting and decided to
protest.They marched to the office of the mines.The mine owners
asked if they could be given 24 hours for them to answer, and they
did, they made more promises. As we waited, hoping for a change
the Anglo mine at Styldrift gave us feedback.They said they would
be employing workers in the future. But nothing happened. It took
us three weeks to realise that this was a bogus game to stop us
protesting again.They didn't hire our unskilled youth instead we see
more buses roaming our streets carrying employees who are from
outside our community.

The question in our minds is will they ever account to us? Can
they see us as a community in need? All we want is a better future
for our youth and the next generation. Is it so hard for them to
comply with our demands?

But for the mines to deliver on their promises is like building a
tower without stones.

Land of our ancestors

Since the Anglo (BRPM) came to Chaneng there has been lot of
commotion and tension between our elders and the BRPM. They
have been going to many meetings without solutions. What they
really need is what belongs to them: their farms.

Last year was a year of joy and blessings as our elders called it.
Laughter was in the air. You could hear everywhere you go
grandparents speaking about the new shaft.What they didn't know
was that their laughter would soon be turned into tears, as the mine
was expanded on their farms.They have been relying on the farms
for so long.They are old and can't possibly think of doing any other
work.They used to grow maize and sunflowers which they sell to
feed the young ones. But all has gone to waste; the mines have taken
over their farms.

We as the Macharora Youth gathered all the elders who have the
farms where the mine is located and we discussed the matter with
them.We could see a deep sorrow in our elders' eyes; we could feel
what is in their hearts. After we heard their pain, we as the Youth
League decided to challenge the mines. We started by writing a
memorandum that would be given to the BRPM Management
proposing compensation for the damages. In the memorandum we
demanded that farmers be compensated R500 000 per farm per
annum because there was no consultation with the owner of the
farms, and for the fact that this was an issue of permanent loss of
land.
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Themba Mbele
Kanana,Vaal Region, Gauteng Province

I am an anti-apartheid activist living in Kanana which is in Sebokeng in the Vaal Triangle.
The Vaal Triangle is a heavy industrial area in the Gauteng province in South Africa. I am a
founder, pastor, and director of the church organisation called Kopano ya Bahalaledi
Foundation of Churches, which is a coalition of all faith groups from different beliefs and
religions. I am also the chairperson of the community based organisation called Kanana
Community Development Forum.

No FIFA 2010 for the children of Kanana 
The Community of Kanana is situated next to big roads like the
Golden Highway and the National road N1, fifty kilometres away
from Johannesburg.

Children as well as older people of Kanana play soccer in an open
field in the community. The councillors in the new democracy
decided that what was a soccer field should be used to plant
vegetables.They changed the use of this field without consulting the
community.The community asked the mayor to give the people back
their soccer field.The mayor turned a blind eye to the matter.

The council failed to get people to grow vegetables on the field.
Today the council does nothing on the field and the children
continue to play in the field as there is no alternative place to play
for them. The failure of the councillor to further its mission has
made some in the community to use that place as a dumping site.
They dump bottles, nappies, plastics and garden refuse.

Now in 2010 we are counting the days to the FIFA world cup in
South Africa.There are lots of preparations being done to welcome
the visitors and investors from other countries. Billions of rands
are being spent to erect first class stadiums to impress visitors. But
the children of Kanana and in most poor and working class areas
are still playing with their bare feet in dusty and dangerous soccer
fields in our townships.

Retrenched and disadvantaged workers in the Vaal
Every Wednesday a large group of mainly old retrenched workers
gather in a stadium in the Vaal.They are fighting problems which they
experienced in the Apartheid days but which continue till today.

A large number of people came to the Vaal in search of work in
companies like Iscor (today Mittal steel), Sasol, Samancor and other
industries.They come from places such as Lesotho, Ciskei,Transkei
and KwaZulu Natal.

After the 1994 election when a democratic President was
elected,workers expected a lot to change. In 2000 the government's
economic policies such as GEAR led to large scale job losses.The
migrant workers expected the black government to deliver on its
promises, but all in vain.

Comrades Phenius Malapela, Themba Mbhele, Oupa Hlangalala,
Caswell Motseapuo, Mr Xokoi and Elliot Ntsundo were in the
forefront to challenge the Government to deliver and give the
workers their surplus moneys.

In 2002 they mobilised the retrenched workers from the different
companies to demand their money and the compensation for being
poisoned by Mittal, Sasol, etc.The retrenched must have worked at
the companies for more than thirty years but when they were
retrenched they were given nothing. So now they are busy waiting
for the companies and the Government to do something.

They used different strategies to force the companies to pay
the retrenched. They marched on the company, they gave them
memorandums, but the companies turned a blind eye to their
problems. Most of the people attending the meeting at Zone 11
stadium every Wednesday are elderly people. Life is very difficult
for them, some go to bed with hungry stomachs, and some have
problems of getting government grants. Our struggle is to force
the companies to pay and government to intervene.
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Ntombizodwa Mtombo
Bophelong,Vaal Region, Gauteng Province

I am Ntombizodwa Mtombo and I live in Joko Tea Squatter camp in Bophelong in the Vaal
Region, Gauteng Province, South Africa. I am also an activist in the Bophelong community
and a member of the steering committee of the Vaal Environmental Justice Alliance.

Polution from the steel industry

Our community is surrounded by heavy industries. Bophelong and
Boipatong were created as a place for black workers in the 1940's.
They were designed to house black workers close to work, so that
the way to work will not pass through the white town.

These communities are surrounded by heavy industry.The biggest
of all the companies is Mittal Steel, a global corporation located in
over 60 countries in the world. Mittal was previously owned by the
government and know as Iscor.The giant iron and steel corporation
was privatised in 1989.

Many people come to this area searching for work.There are few
houses for people. Many people live in shack settlements such as
Joko Tea with no toilets and water.The government councillors do
not concern themselves with the future of these people.

The community in the Vaal are fighting Arcelor Mittal's pollution.
In some areas people have been intimidated to sell their land to
meet the company's expansion plans.There is pollution of surfaces
and groundwater with phenols, iron, oil, fluoride and other

hazardous substances, causing illnesses such as lung damage,
respiratory problems, sneezing and skin irritation.

One of the residents of our community, Strike Matshepe age 74,
worked as a mechanic at Coca Cola factory in Vanderbijlpark. He
cashed in his pension and bought a small holding near Vanderbijlpark
for R65 000 in 1990. He brought a plot which adjoins the Iscor (now
Mittal) slag heap, which dominates the sky. He says it used to be a
good place, but in 15 years several of his animals were born with
birth defects and many have died. People in the community have
become sick with kidney failure, blood in their urine, tiredness and
lack of concentration. Many are sick, and report that they stay inside
the house because the air pollution is so bad.

The community organisations who have been challenging the
corporates are Tsebo and Veja.They try hard to fight Mittal to stop
polluting our community.

The pollution created by the steel industry and other companies
has been so bad that the government has declared the Vaal area a
hotspot of environmental pollution.
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Meshack Mbangula 
Kwa Thema, East Rand, Gauteng Province

I am Meshack Mandla Mbangula from Kwa Thema in the East Rand. I am now a monitor
in the Bench Marks Foundation project which trains and educates monitors about the
environment and community problems and how to deal with issues involving the
community. My involvement in this project has led to the setting up of a community group
which meets regularly to talk about action on problems faced by our community.

Clean and healthy townships for everyone

Kwa Thema is a township situated in the East Rand. The name
“Thema” originated from that of a black soldier,Thema, who fought
in the Second World War. The people living today in Kwa Thema
came from Paynville. They were workers in the Grootvlei and
Vlakfontein mines. In 1960 people were moved from Paynville to
Kwa Thema because of a tornado.Today in Kwa Thema we have a
section called Tornado.

The storm destroyed a lot of houses and there was a second
storm later in that year that resulted in people being moved from
Paynville to Kwa Thema. Even before the storm the place was
situated near white suburbs and the apartheid government was
against it, they wanted people to be moved elsewhere.Today people
who owned land in Paynville are claiming this land.

The population of Kwa Thema is about 40 000. There is a very
high rate of unemployment caused by recession and mine closures.
This situation is made worse by new people coming into the area
from neighbouring countries such as Lesotho, Zimbabwe and
Mozambique.They are also unemployed and looking for work.

We are now faced with a high crime rate, especially house
breaking and rape. Community forums have been formed to fight
crime and work with police to reduce crime.Another serious issue

facing Kwa Thema is illegal dumping in open spaces. There are
various reasons for this, such as the municipality not collecting the
dustbins, a number of families living in one house using one dust bin
and the lack of any refuse collection services in the illegal squatter
camps. In order to solve the problem some communities are taking
an initiative to clean dumpsites and by creating parks.

My wish is to see our township clean and healthy for everyone.
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Ownership of land

The Limpopo province which was in the old Transvaal contains the
world's largest deposits of platinum metals.

When I was young boy I used to be a shepherd of my
grandparents’ livestock.There were enough grazing land, and rivers
with clean water. Our land was rich with plants and trees important
for our cultural and traditional usage and many more useful things
which today you cannot even find in the shopping malls or markets.
There was a lot of land on the Vaal Kop and in the adjacent Gapila
village.All this was swept away by the giant Anglo Platinum mine.

My community of Gapila used to stay at Vaal Kop before they
were relocated to Gapila by Potgietersrus Platinum mine (PPL)
around the 1920s. The communities' ownership of land was

restricted under colonialism and apartheid. In the context of 67
years, Gapila went thought a tough time of land dispossession.

My community lost their land after the chiefs signed leases with
mining companies in the days of Apartheid.They were finally forced
off their land in the days of democracy.

In 2001, 798 families from Gapila were moved to Sterkwater
farm.Twenty families refused to move.The mine wanted their land
for waste rock dumps. To pressure these families to move, their
access to water and electricity were cut off. Some people were
beaten up by security guards when they tried to plough their lands.

The expansion of the open cast mines led to the permanent loss
of hectares of food producing land, and eventually the entire
community of Gapila was destroyed.

Lesiba ‘Mdanzo’ Maphoto 
Gapila-Sterkwater, Limpopo 

I was born and brought up in Gapila which today has been taken over by platinum mines.
Our community was pressured into moving into our current area on the Sterkwater farm in
2001.This removal which took place in the time of democracy was very similar to the forced
removals of our people during the Apartheid days. It brought a lot of hardship to the
relocated community. I have therefore started to write about this.

Nnanny Evelyn Ledwaba
Gapila-Sterkwater, Limpopo Province

As a Bench Marks Foundation monitor I reflected on how the community of Gapila in the
Limpopo Province was destroyed by platinum mining companies.

Community problems
In my research I found that that the community of Sterkwater
complained about the collapse of cultural institutions, loss of
respect for elders and loss of wealth.

Residents of my community are facing a huge problem of high
unemployment, providing bursaries for their children's education
and skills development. There is also a poor resettlement
infrastructure like a housing plan, proper water and sanitation.

After the community realised that they had been cheated a
reconciliation committee was established in public by the
Sterkwater Community Association in order to deal with the
problems faced by the community.

I found out that this reconciliation committee challenged several
key issues related to grievances and demands of the community, like
water and electricity and basic services to be restored to the
families at Gapila.
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Death on the mines

Last week I learnt from people who worked at Shaft 4 that four
people died in the mine. They were migrant workers. They came
from Vryburg, Lesotho, Mafikeng and Transkei. I asked myself was the
NUM (National Union of Mine Workers) there or not?

Moving people from Lekojaneng to Ikemeleng

A group of new people moved into our informal settlement at
Ikemeleng. I found that these people were moved from the farms
they worked in Lekojaneng to Ikemeleng.The farmer for whom they
worked sold his farm to a company N.N.BUSS.This company gave
each and every one R3 000, but this money is not enough for the
people to get proper houses and to live. Many of them are very old
and unemployed. In my understanding, according to the law of South
Africa, you can move the people but you have to make sure that you

give them development like water, toilets, electricity. Now I ask
myself what the councillor is doing about these people because he
should know about the law. I spoke to each of the relocated people
and they are very unhappy. I feel that our government does not
protect the poor of our community. They only protect the
companies.

The ANCYL

I was in the meeting of the ANC Youth League. It was launching a
new branch in our area.They were launching a branch without any
joining forms or membership fees. I saw this and then I asked them
questions. They told me that I was not active in the ANC and
therefore I did not know their constitution. I was fed up with them.
I told them that the ANC is not about development. If you launch
an ANC branch you have to make sure that you have 105 members
and not only 30 members.

Meshack Kok
Ikemeleng, Kroondal

My name is Meshack Kok and I live in the informal settlement of Ikemeleng which is near
the mines in Kroondal. I am a Bench Marks Foundation Monitor.
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Illegal dumping areas 

There is another side to Soweto – the problem of illegal dumping
which affects the health of the people and from which terrible
smells arise.These illegal dumping sites create sicknesses such as TB,
lung cancer, short breath and others. On these dumping areas you
will find children playing. People who live around these dumping
sites suffer the most. Even the business owners are complaining
about the illegal dumping which affect their business on a daily basis.

The cause of this problem is the ignorance of some members
from the community and the lack of commitment from the local
councillors who are supposed to utilise open spaces for creating
recreation facilities. Another cause is the continuous strikes from
the municipality. By not collecting the garbage it forces the residents
to empty their rubbish bins in the many open areas.These areas are
also being utilised by criminals to attack their victims especially
when it’s dark and many cases have been reported to the SAPS and
the local municipality.

These dumping sites pollute the air and make the township dirty.
These dumping sites smell bad; prevent people from opening
windows for free air because all they receive from that air is carbon

dioxide because of the bad smell. Sometimes people burn rubbish
there.The atmosphere is polluted from the fire and it becomes hard
to breathe because things they burn there are different and some
consist of gases and acid.

People say they create those dumping site because Pick It Up and
City Parks don't do their jobs effectively.They don't deliver services.
The people who suffer most are those who live in houses next to
the open areas.When those people try to protest all they are told
is it's not their yard and that the open space belongs to the
government.

Mahadi Maepo, a self employed business woman said: "I'm tired of
this stinking smell that causes my business to drop because my
customers complain that they can't eat my food while they smell
that rubbish. I have been doing this business for years and I have
complained to those who have been throwing all this nonsense here
but there is no change".

We went to the local council to hear their view about this matter,
but were told that the council is not responsible for people's
cleanliness. The government supplies the community with the
necessary equipment such as plastic bags or big rubbish bins.

Mabandla Nkosi & Victor Moloto
Soweto, Gauteng

Soweto is known as a city where the revolution took place. Many leaders of our struggle
were born in Soweto. Tourists who visit the country want to visit Soweto because of its
historical importance. Mabandla Nkosi and Victor Moloto are members of the Justice and
Peace Group in Soweto.
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The community

Welkom is a tiny town established in the late 1940's. It is
surrounded by gold and diamond mines. At present the mines are
privatised and some of them are closed.A person who works in the
mines is working for a contractor and they don't have permanent
jobs since 1990's. Many workers come from countries such as
Lesotho, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Mozambique and Malawi. They
migrate to Welkom in search of jobs. In Welkom there is a high rate
of unemployment, poverty, crime and a serious housing shortage.

In 1994 the people of South Africa successfully elected their black
president. But Welkom people didn't change that much, people are
still expecting apartheid type mine retrenchments and privatisation
in the mining industries and other industries. This has led to an
increase in unemployment, poverty, malnutrition and HIV/AIDS.

There is a poor municipal service to maintain the water systems
in our area.We found out that a lot of clean water is wasted through
broken pipes, leaking taps and households' daily wash.The mines use
a lot of water and it is hard to purify that water.

The Blue Drop Campaign

The Blue Drop campaign is a project that has been initiated by the
Department of Water Affairs. The campaign looks at the efficiency
of the waste water and treatment works. The Blue Drop report
must not be regarded as just another document produced by
government, but should be deemed as evidence that the
Department is serious about regulation, serious about our
responsibility to improve the manner in which the drinking water of

the South African people is being managed.Water is life and South
Africa is already a water scarce country and we must preserve it.

There is clear evidence that the water is highly polluted and
wasted in Welkom and we need serious intervention from our
government.

The sewage plant

As we were doing our research on the local sewerage plant around
Thabong, a Mrs Smith addressed us and told us that sewage water
which is purified plays an important role in watering our plants
(crops).This water is valuable to our farmers.

The municipality is the only one who is slacking in service.We saw
many people living next to the sewage plant.They constantly get bad
air and smells from the system. Sewage is leaking everywhere and
goes into dams and small rivers.

To improve the quality of our water, the municipality must now
work hard to achieve green water; green water is clean and healthy
water.Water from municipalities is still considered unsafe in many
areas. This is the result of inadequate maintenance and poor
management and severe understaffing.

Mayors prefer to cut red ribbons at new community centres and
sports fields yet the basic maintenance of our sewage system
remains a luxury for most people.

We want our government to protect our water. People are paying
a lot for service delivery.The municipality must fix all broken pipes.
We as the Environmental Forum have been doing recycling and
educating people.

Dipuo Moleko
Welkom, Free State

I am Dipuo Moleko from Welkom in the Free State province and I am a Bench Marks
Foundation Monitor. There is a very poor municipal service to the water systems in our
area. This report looks at the Blue Drop campaign of the Department of Water Affairs and
asks whether this campaign will help us with the water problems in our area.



The second part of the monitors' training is
focused on developing skills in research and
community organising. The monitor sets up

a community group and with training support from
Bench Marks Foundation facilitators involves the
group in an action research process. The group
participates in short workshops where they learn
how to identify, list and prioritise problems. They
then focus on one problem around which they
gather information, analyse and develop a plan of
action for change.

The group is introduced to different types of
information gathering, analyses and planning
techniques such as mapping, photography, listing and
prioritising and using a planning matrix.

At the end of the process the monitor writes a
short "research report".The group gets feedback on
this report from the Bench Marks Foundation
facilitators after which the monitor finalises the
report. The monitor presents the report in a
workshop attended by other monitors. In this section
we present the monitors' community reports.

Section 2

Community Reports
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Chaneng Clinic serves Mafenya, Chaneng, Robega, Rasimone
and the nearby Boshoek community. This area is called
Macharora and has a population of 20 000 which is

increased by about 5 000 migrant labourers.

The fact finding mission started in August 2010 when Bench
Marks Foundation monitor, Keneilwe Letupu, and the Chaneng
Youth Committee visited the clinic to conduct an investigation into
the causes of the rape of a girl who visited the clinic at 2am in the
morning and that of an old man dying because the clinic staff could
not call an emergency ambulance service.

The Department of Health in Rustenburg was consulted to
provide statistics, but could not provide the information due to
bureaucratic reasons.

Our information sources were: support and voluntary
Counselling and Testing (VCT) staff, migrant labours, other patients
and pregnant patients and a meeting with the clinic Manager, Ms
Tupae on the 11th October 2010.

Key challenges 

The current staff complement for day shift is 9. This consists of 3
nurses, 3 VCT counsellors, a volunteering auxiliary nurse, caretaker
and administrator. The night shift staff consists of 2 nurses and
security. Considering the population of Macharora, the clinic staff is
very minimal and has poor service and long patient waiting periods.

At the VCT section we asked the VCT Counsellor what made the
population in our community more exposed to HIV/AIDS? The VCT
Counsellor replied: "It is the mines because it has many workers
who come from far, leaving their wives at home and indulging in
unprotected sex with girls here. The girls agree to have sex with
them hoping to get money in return. Most of our HIV/Aids patients
are mine workers from far away".The counsellor added that if the
mine hired local people who lived with their families then there will
be less unprotected casual sex which often leads to HIV/Aids.

We interviewed patients at the clinic and asked them about
service delivery. One woman told us: "We arrived at about 8:30 in
the morning at the administration but before we could be attended
to the admin clerk told us that it was tea time.That was 1hr 30min
after we got there".The patient told us that afterwards the nurses

said: "we are on strike, we should not be working, we are only doing
you patients a favour".

The Chaneng Clinic is known by local people as a place where
you stand for long hours in the queue waiting to get help and
sometimes go home without being helped. Often after a long wait
patients are told that there are no medicines.

An HIV positive woman visiting for a routine check up
experienced the worst. One of the nurses screamed at her saying:
"ebe ele gore ga ole fa otlile ka selo sese botlhale," (you patients must
be here for something important). The statement of the nurse is
against the patient's rights in the law and the Batho Pele Principles.

Elderly patients on high blood and diabetic medication sit on
clinic benches for more than 8 hrs.They come in at 4am expecting
to be attended to by the night shift staff but they are mostly
attended to by the day shift staff.

In July 2010 one patient died after waiting 2 hours. We learnt that
the patient needed to be taken to another clinic for emergency
treatment but there was no ambulance and the staff did not have
airtime to phone for an emergency ambulance.We also learnt that
the nurses were on tea for much of this time.This death is clearly
linked to a lack of required facilities such as airtime money and
ambulances and the lack of patient care.

The Chaneng health system 

Chaneng
Rustenburg, North West Province

Chaneng is a village in Rustenburg located in the middle of several platinum
mines. This report by was prepared by  Keneilwe Letupu working with the
Chaneng Youth Committee.
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The Bafokeng Rasimone Mine did donate an ambulance to the
clinic but this ambulance is controlled and based at Bafokeng Health
Centre which is far away from the Chaneng clinic.

Another problem with facilities is that there are only 41 seats
available to patients. On immunization days, every Monday and
Wednesday, most patients are forced to stand for long hours.

Visit to the clinic

Many service problems at the mine are due to the large numbers of
patients attending the clinic, many from far away places and not
being taken care of by the mines. Our monitor Keneilwe visited the
clinic as a "mystery patient" to understand this problem.

She observed that most of the patients in the clinic spoke in
Nguni which meant that they were not from the local community as
most community members spoke Setswana.

She asked a group of patients whether they resided in the
Macharora community, one of them replied: "Yes we have been
staying here for about 5 years now, of course that makes us baagi ba
(residents) Robega.We even have houses and yards here in Robega."
She added: "my husband started working here 6 years ago; he
started as a contract worker now he works permanently in the
mine, now even our brothers are working here too".

Keneilwe asked one of the mine workers why he was attending
the Chaneng clinic and not the mine clinic. He replied: "I'm working
as a contract worker at the Rasimone mines so I'm not privileged
to certain medication in the mine clinic. For example, I needed an x-
ray, but they transferred me to the Chaneng clinic".

Increased poverty

The poverty in the community creates an increase in the number of
health problems. In September 2010 a day-old baby was found
lifeless and abandoned in the fields outside Chaneng village. The
abandoning of babies is often linked with poverty and at times to
teenage or unwanted pregnancy.

Due to an increase in the clinic visitors, patients end up going to
the clinic as early as 2am in the morning to avoid long queues.

Considering the increased poverty and unemployment, the locals

are likely to fight over limited resources in the community. Because
of overcrowding and short staff in the local clinic people from
Chaneng are forced to travel to clinics far away in other
communities in areas such as Luka or Phokeng.

Recommendations

Employ people to monitor the patients' waiting time and
satisfaction, make a medical doctor available daily, increase the
number of seats in the waiting area, increase staff's pay, improve
weekly distribution of medication and provide an ambulance to be
always on stand-by.

Conclusion

This report on the impact of mining on the Chaneng Health
System comes at a time when the Macharora communities are
protesting for recognition by the nearby mining companies and
trying to force the closure of a new operation which will negatively
affect the community. The Bafokeng King and Minister of Mineral
Resources (Ms Susan Shabangu) are avoiding talking to the
community about this issue.

"I'm working as a contract worker
at the Rasimone mines so I'm not
privileged to certain medication in

the mine clinic."
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The toilet problem in Ikemeleng

Ikemeleng
Rustenburg, North West Province

Ikemeleng is an informal settlement located just outside Kroondaal in
Rustenburg.The settlement is located in the middle of several platinum mines.
This report was prepared by Meshack Kok working with a group from the
Ikemeleng community. For information on the community see the blogsite:
http://ikemeleng.blogspot.com/

Ikemeleng is a location in Rustenburg in the northwest part of
South Africa.This location has been there for almost thirty years.
The township has been not one of the best in terms of

development and civilisation, but the community survived around
that environment.They used to live old style, using pit toilets like in
most of the rural areas.Though it was not the best but again it was
not the worse.

The pit toilet system

The pit toilet system is the kind of toilet whereby you dig a hole and
build a carport like structure to cover it for some privacy. The
advantages of the pit toilet system are, they take longer to be full –
a minimum of two years. Each and every household had their own
toilet and they draw fewer flies and the smell was containable and
controllable.

This was the situation for some families in Ikemeleng until they
where were relocated to an informal settlement when the space
they occupied was needed for mining operations.

The mining company,Aquarius Platinum, made many promises to
the families, such as opportunities for employment, municipal
development, clean water, houses with toilets and roads. All the
community meetings held went well and the community accepted
to be moved and resettled away from the land which the mine
wanted.

Then in 2006 the residents were removed about two kilometres
away from the land in which the company will set up their mine.
Residents were placed in a close and compressed area where they
did not have enough place to make a pit toilet system.

The bucket toilet system

The company arranged a bucket toilet system and they promised to
maintain these toilets.They told the families that they will bring one
toilet for each household and that they will drain the toilet system
twice every month.They told the families that this was a temporary
toilet arrangement for a period of six months after which they will
build a house and proper toilets for the families.
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Unfulfilled promises
The company did not fulfil these promises.The result is that today

there is about five families are sharing one toilet.This means that the
toilets are filled up quickly – a maximum of three days for it to be
full. Toilets are not maintained and they are always over full and
unusable. There is always a bad smell around the area and bugs like
flies, mosquitoes and worms are all over the place and sewerage
water from the toilets flow into the streets.

Due to this Ikemeleng location has become worse, the situation
has gone out of hand and it's been four years now.The only thing
that the mine has done since then is to change the toilet services
contractor and the situation gets worse.The period they promised
for development has long passed and nothing is happening. Instead
the community is suffering more and more because of the breach of
promise by Aquarius Platinum Mine.

Interviews with residents
We interviewed some of residents who use the bucket system.This
is what they said:

“The bucket system has brought more and more problems and
danger into our lives and health. We are sharing the same toilet
with about five families, so it becomes full quickly and it's not
cleaned.

The smell it's very bad it's hard to breathe and during summer its
worse, because there is rain and sun.The rain makes the land near
the toilets wet and when the sun comes with heat the place smells
like hell and files are all over the place.” 

(HOUSE NO. C835/ C816)

“Children are exposed to bacteria and germs and they catch
sicknesses such as skin irritation and more.These toilet pots easily
fall down and it's even easy for children to push it down.

People are forced to use other alternatives such as bushes to
relieve themselves because these toilets are unusable.These toilets
are placed at the gates and therefore it's not possible to be used at
night because we are scared to go that far.” 

(HOUSE NO. C 812 / C744)

“It is very hard to get privacy in these toilets because they are just
on the streets and the door locks are not working. Some of these
toilets don't even have doors it's hard to relieve ourselves, especially
for women.

We feel like after so many years of democracy the justice has not
been done to us as the community of Ikemeleng.” 

(HOUSE NO. C 662).

“It is very hard to get privacy in 
these toilets because they are just 

on the streets and the 
door locks are not working.”
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The water problem in Magobading

Magobading
Limpopo Province

This report was written by Kgomotso Precilla Dimpeng working with a group of
young people who live in the community. Jerry Tshehlakgolo, a leader in the
Magobading community played an important role in supporting the work of the
group. For more information on the Magobading Community see
http://magobadingmenclurnburga.blogspot.com

Makobakobe is next to Dikganong. The Dikganong
community was also relocated to Magobading. Makobakobe
and Dikganong are next to a place called Serafa. Serafa is a

village that is quite small and beautiful. It is surrounded by many
mountains and a river called Serafa River.

Serafa was a place discovered by our great grandparents who
thought that it will be a great place to stay.

Before the mines came to Makobakobe and Dikganong the
people from Serafa and Dikganong used the water from the Serafa
River.They used the water for planting seed, growing crops, cooking,
washing and also drinking.The Serafa River was a very helpful river
because the water was clean.

Our problems started in 2003 when the Hackney Platinum mine
owned by Anglo Platinum began operations.

At first the community felt that it was a good idea that a mine was
coming to our place. They believed that they would get jobs and
running water.
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Polluted water 

After the mine came, the people from Serafa started to suffer.They
struggled to get water.The community from Serafa suspected that
the water that came from the Serafa River was harmful.They also
mentioned that they had no other source of water, so they used the
Serafa River to cook, wash and drink.

They said that they noticed that the water was polluted when some
of them discovered that they got severe stomach aches when
drinking the water.

Sick children
In our research we discovered that children swam in the Serafa
River. We interviewed the mother of three children who regularly
swam in the river.The mother told us that it was in the afternoon
the children came from Serafa River after a swim that she
discovered that something happened to her child. "As a mother you
know your children," she said, "I saw my child become red in the
face."  

She also mentioned that the child begin to rub his face, arms,
stomach and legs. She thought her child ate something that
disagreed with him; she thought it was just an allergy.

She took him to a doctor for a check up, the doctor asked the
mother if the child used a strong perfume; the mother said to the
doctor he went for a swim, the doctor told her that the river was
dangerous and contaminated with chemicals.

Effects on livestock

In the same community there are livestock owners who keep cattle,
goats and sheep.Their animals drink water from the river.

In our research we interviewed some of the livestock owners, Mr
Phasha Moope and Mr Malope.They have kept livestock in the area
for 45 years.They told us that they know when their animals are fit
or not.

Mr Phasha told us that his cattle drank water from the Serafa

River and that before the mining operations were set up they did
not have any problems with their animals. "After mining we begin to
notice amazing changes in our livestock after drinking the water
from Serafa." 

Mr Phasha said some of their livestock died. So he suspected that
this was due to drinking the polluted river water. He also mentioned
that their livestock suffered weight loss.

Effects on the community

The Serafa community do have water taps but the water does not
come through regularly. People we interviewed told us that the
water comes two days a week. The people therefore rely on the
water from the river when the taps run dry.

According to the community the people who live half way up the
mountains don't have running water taps.These people are totally
reliant on water from the river.We are concerned that this polluted
water is harmful to the community. At the time of writing this
report we have not been able to prove this to be true.

Our next action will be to test if this water is safe for community
use.
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Critical challenges for the communiy

Sterkwater-Gapila
Limpopo Province

This report was prepared by the Sterkwater-Gapila community group. Group
members included the Bench Marks Foundation monitors: Nanny Ledwaba and
Daniel (Mdanzo) Maphoto, Mpho Dlabela, Joe Kolotsi, Ntshina Lepadima.
For more information on the Sterkwater-Gapila community and monitors see
http://sterkwaterfarm.blogspot.com

Sterkwater-Gapila is a relocated community which was moved
from their village in Gapila by Anglo Platinum.The Sterkwater
community action research had been conducted by the

community group and monitors. The research results helped the
group identify the critical challenges the community faced and
pointed to a strategic set of actions required for change.

This report is about the impact of Anglo Platinum's relocation
project on the community's social cohesion.

Community site visit

On the 28 September 2010, a site visit was conducted by the
community group and monitors around Sterkwater community.The
main purpose was to observe, identify hotspot areas where the
community faced problems and to take pictures as evidence. Many
people interviewed requested their names not be mentioned. Here
are the findings of the site visit.

Crime

The biggest battle in the community is crime. There are two
structures that deal with crime in the community: the Community
Policing Forum [CPF] and Youth against Crime. These committees
are trying to patrol areas at night and create awareness by speaking
to the community about what is happening.

The types of crime identified are rape and robbery. One of the
respondents said that they encountered lots of the robberies,
housebreaking and rape, because of the taverns which close late
around 2am and many households are left unattended.

We as a group of community monitors comment that Anglo
Platinum as the relocation sponsor and local government must
provide this community with high mast lights and the Community
Policing Forum must establish crime watch blocks in order to
reduce crime.

Lack of information

We found out that the residents are not properly informed, they are
unclear about the terms of their relocation which are set out in the
resettlement plan agreed to with the mine.This document set out
details on what the mine's responsibilities are.

Because of lack of information the community is divided and
there is friction among the residents. The prominent members of
this community are not helping on this matter, because they are part
of those who have access to the information.There is a high level of
illiteracy in the community and community groups lack information.

Government authorities and the mine must come together with
the community in resolving this matter. They must make available
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the resettlement plan to the community and agree to implement the
terms of resettlement.

Problems

During the site visit, Mr Nelson Mangena from Shushumela
Extension, said that they encountered a lot of problems especially in
passing through the valley, as there is no bridge even though this was
promised two years ago.At night it is not safe to pass this area.The
area is very dark and many people have been robbed.The area was
unsafe for children who passed by to school especially during the
rainy period. He said that the Mogalakwena Municipality must
provide a bridge and put lights in the area.

The community complained about the location of the septic
tanks. Many families indicated that these septic tanks were supposed
to be laid outside their yard. Many feel that they should not have a
septic system and that the waste should go directly into the sewage
system. One person commented that this is as bad as in the days of
the apartheid system.

The storm water drains are open drains and run along the road.
Soil from the dirt roads gets into the drains easily.These uncovered
drains are not maintained and are dangerous to residents especially
during the night as they are not noticeable in the dark.

The water system is very irregular and constantly cut-off without
notice. Some residents say that since they came to this community
they encountered stomach problems.They also say that the lime in
the water affects their electric appliances and leads to their
malfunctioning.

We identified a lot of illegal dumping around our community and
around the rivers, valleys and dongas. Children were seen playing on
these dumps where there are broken bottles, nappies, spray cans
and other objects which can be dangerous to the community. Many
of the residents interviewed said that this problem was caused by
the unavailability of proper legal dumping areas and lack of
knowledge by the community on how to take care of their
environment.

One of the youth commented that the community must be
provided with waste removal facilities and residents need
workshops on how to take care of their environment generations.

The community claims that waste removal dumpsters or dust
bins which were initially provided by Anglo platinum during
relocation have vanished.

Recreational facilities

There are no community sports grounds.The community was given
only undeveloped open fields to be used as sports grounds.The only
place where there was a proper sports facility was at the Matanta
Secondary School.

Members of the community have used this facility but this is
creating a tension as the school is unhappy about this and has
recently refused the community the use of their fields.

The community hall cost R8million and was built by Potgietersrus
Platinum Limited (PPL).The community was not consulted when the
community hall was built. People in the community say that this
facility does not serve the entire community but only a section.They
further complain that the facility was poorly managed.

The tennis court is still being completed after two years and is
not ready to be used by the community.

Many residents complained about cracks in the new houses built
for them in Sterkwater.A 64 years old woman indicated that several
years ago, a long list of complaints about the defects in the houses
were presented several times to the Group Five offices at
Sterkwater. But nothing happened.The woman showed us cracks in
the house and soil erosion underneath the whole house. The
building was also of a poor standard.

Key Recommendation

The key recommendation relating to the research is that while the
problems we face is in part due to poor services by the local
government we believe strongly that since we are relocated by
Anglo Platinum from Gapila, a settled community, the mining
company must take full responsibility for the problems we face in
Sterkwater.

We humbly recommend that Anglo Platinum undertake an in-
depth consideration into all the problems faced by the affected
community of Sterkwater and consult the community in solving
them.
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Dominionville is a small community of mostly poor and
illiterate people. The history of mining goes back to the
1950's, when Anglo Gold mined in the area. When the

company closed its operations the migrants remained and took to
farming as a means for survival. After time passed informal mining
activities were practiced. A few workers found employment when
the Afrikaner Stiet Mining Company took over operations.

In 2005 a Canadian company expanded mine operations and
employed over 4000 workers. However by 2008 their profits began
to fall so they closed the mine and retrenched the workers.

Today the mine is owned by an Indian company Shiva Uranium
with the required BEE (Black Economic Empowerment)
shareholders.

Members of Dominionville have now lived in the area for over five
decades. Today the building infrastructure is in a very poor
condition. Sanitation is a big problem.

The people have no electricity even though there is a power
station which provided the Uranium One company with electricity.
Shiva Uranium, the current company which operates the mines, is
using the same power station for its operations

Interviews with residents

Unemployment is big problem but also diseases suffered in the
community is a worrying factor because most of the diseases are
respiratory related and one can link them to the effects of mining.

During our visit to Dominionville, we managed to interview a
number of residents who complained of asthma, tuberculosis, eye
problems and itchy teeth. It proved without any doubt that what
they were complaining about was the results of the nearby slime
dam which blew dust directly to their community and the Shiva
mining operations which also blew dust directly to them. In essence
the community is flanked by a slime dam and a mining company to
which their every day lives are a living hell.

Respiratory and eye problems from dust pollution

The community lives just 800 metres from the slime dams from the
uranium and gold mines.These slime dams, the community believes,
are the cause for their respiratory and eye problmes.

Tabitha Moremedi (55) began living in Dominionville in 1964 and
she regards the area as her home. She is suffering from arthritis, high
blood, asthma and eyes problems. She only found out that she had

The devasting reality of Dominionville

Dominionville
Klerksdorp, North West Province

This report was prepared by Tshepo Mmusi working with the Justice and Peace
group in Klerksdorp.
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arthritis last year after she began getting sick in 1990. Ouma has
eyes problems that she thought was as a result of reading too many
novels, but after visiting her doctor she realised that her problem is
serious and it is not merely of reading.

Kedisaletse Martha Mokgothu (38) started to live in
Dominionville as a healthy young girl when she was only 15 years
old. She has asthma and she complains about having joint pains from
her waist down to her legs. She only realised that she had asthma in
2008. She also has respiratory problems like sinus and eye problems.
She says she feels strongly that the dust from the slime dam and
mining activities from the nearby shaft has contributed to her health
condition.

Cracks in houses and abandoned mine pits

Many residents showed us cracks in their houses which were
caused by mine blasting.

Kedibone lost her 10 year old son two years ago when he fell into
a mud hole which was dug by Uranium One. A case was opened
regarding the matter and Uranium One paid for her son's burial but
did not compensate her for her loss.The matter was taken forward
to the Department of Minerals and Energy for their intervention.
They referred her to the police station to open a case.The police
officer in charge for her case has been taking her from pillar to post
when they are supposed to be taking her to the DME offices with
her case number. The police refused to give the mother the case
number.

Even though Uranium One stopped operations over 2 years ago
there are still many open pits around the community.These pits do
are not barricaded by fences and have no warning signs. The new
company does not appear to do be doing anything about these
death traps for children in the community.

Desecrations of graveyards

Shiva Uranium is now digging trenches to avoid flows from the slime
dam reaching the N12 highway.This exercise will result in the flows
destroying the graveyard which has long been there for the
community of Dominionville which the community regards as
sacred as it is the place where their family have been buried.

Conclusion

Apart from the work done so far a lot still needs to be done
because there are still lots of areas that need to be attended to in
as far as mining injustices are concerned.

The Justice and Peace group has led the community struggle for
many years. This struggle must continue because the people still
suffer injustices.Now that the mine has been bought by new owners
with support from government thought its BEE policies it is hoped
that the situation will change.

This report which has been drawn up by us, a local community
group, is a first step in building a new struggle for justice.
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A dirty and dangerous stream

Bophelong
The Vaal, Gauteng

This report was written by Ntombizodwa Mtombo a Bench Marks Foundation
monitor working with the Masakhane group from Bophelong.

Movhango and Bophelong are situated near the Golden
Highway in the Vaal. Some of us who did this research have
been living in Bophelong, renting shacks in this old

township, from 1994 till 1997 when Movhango was built. Movhango,
the new township, is near big companies such as Mittal Steel,
Slagment, Metal box and others.

At Extensions 12, 13 and 14 of the township there is a big and
deep open stream with dirty water and lots of waste from illegal
dumping.Where poor people live there is a problem of water and
waste. Our municipality is supposed to collect waste once a week
and sometimes they collect in the informal settlement. Poor people
go to the dumps and try to find food or anything they can sell to
buy food for their families.

In Extension 9 there are also streams starting at the entrance of
Delfos Road. Arcelor Mittal is nearby and dirty water from the
company flows through the open streams in the township. They
bring the chemical water into our open streams.

In our group, we are mothers and sisters and our concern is that
the children will grow up thinking that dumping and littering
everywhere is a way of life.

Our problem with these streams is that they are near
Ikokobetseng Primary School. Small children pass there every day.A
thin bridge was made so that people can cross but that bridge is not
stable. In 2006 two children drowned in the stream.

Because of poor service delivery, the community dumps rubbish
in the streams. There is a bad smell especially in summer. But
children don't have a choice they use that road when they go to
school and if two children already died in the streams we wonder
what it will take for our municipality to listen to the community.
Our government doesn't have capacity for town planning. It is
always poor people who suffer the most.

The criminals hide in these furrows at night; they rob and rape
people in there. A lady said that earlier this year she observed a
group of children coming from other extensions forcing a young girl
to drink the dirty water from the stream and when she refused they
hit her. Because the furrows are far and hidden no-one can easily see
what is happening.

When it rains the streams overflow and the water comes into
people's houses. People complain about problems with their
respiratory systems, skin irritation, sneezing, sinuses and lung
problems. People from other areas, mainly the plot owners come to
the township to dump whatever they like; they don't go to legal
dumping sites.That's why people get sick.

Government and corporates must be responsible to close up
these open streams and stop bringing the contaminated water into
our township.The legislation which they promise to protect people
in the Vaal must be put into practice.The experts must come and
see the reality of this problem.

Arcelor Mittal has a corporate social responsibility programme.
We say that instead of using that money to green wash our
community, painting community halls, and getting people to make
vegetable gardens they must solve the problem of the dangerous
stream which is making our lives a misery.

We, as Masakhane, will support any initiative to open a recycling
centre, reducing and reusing of waste. And we will make sure that
we reach out to community that jointly we challenge government.
Most people we have interviewed are calling for the closure of the
streams.
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Dying to breathe – our fight against industrial pollution

Zamdela
Sasolburg, Free State province

The name of the group that has conducted the Community Action Research is
Converse. Converse is an art and culture group performing drama and different
types of dance.This report was prepared by the Bench Marks monitor Mokoena
Kopano Simon. For more information about Zamdela see the blog site:
http://zamdelainaction.blogspot.com

Environment is important to us because we are the future
generation of the country.The youth in Zamdela saw the need
to act against polluting industries and raise awareness of other

youth at school and monitor the activities of the industries with the
assistance from the Bench Marks Foundation.

We have interviewed 20 households and 20 learners from
different schools to get their understanding about the environment
and pollution.

Our research focused on the history of Sasol, health and
environmental challenges, the government's response and
recommendations from members of the community.

The history of Sasol 
Sasolburg is part of an industrial complex in the Free State province,
about a hundred kilometres south of Johannesburg. Zamdela is
located in the west, downwind from the heavy industry zone and
residents live with the constant smell of a variety of chemical

pollutants released both by normal production and by periodic
incidents.

As its name implies, Sasolburg started life as a company town. It
was founded in 1952 as a pilot plant to sample the construction of
the first South African oil-from-coal plant by the South African Coal,
Oil and Gas Corporation which soon became known as Sasol One.
Sasol has extended to more than 20 countries and exports to over
100.

Health and environmental challenges

Industry brought jobs and growth to Sasolburg. People were
unaware of the hazardous exposure to chemicals, flares burning
night and day, air pollution and strong odours.

Pollution has been blamed on the poor black community for using
coal for cooking and heating because they can't afford to buy
electricity from Eskom even though they are connected to the grid.



Burning coal is problematic because emissions are damaging to
health but using coal is the only option for poor people. The
community has been blamed by groups like Sasol.They say that it is
the community that was polluting the environment.

Those who are young, old or infirm, people living with HIV and
people living in poverty are particularly at risk.Workers often get a
double dose because they live near polluting factories as well as
working in them. Zamdela communities are suffering the health cost
of the polluting industries.

Many people suffer from irritation of the eyes, nose, and throat,
headaches, dizziness, wheezing and other asthma symptoms, nausea
and chest pains or heart diseases.

Sasol refuses to take responsibility for all this as they easily shift
the blame to the community.They receive awards for their reports
and for their corporate social responsibility programmes such as
sponsoring clinics and library.

Stories from the community 
We spoke with people in the community and collected their stories.

The first person we interviewed is a patient by the name of
Makgokolotso Mabe who is suffering from TB.

Makgokolotso said there is no one in her family suffering from the
same illness. She believes that Sasol has contributed to her illness
and if there was a way to make Sasol pay she will be happy.

Makgokolotso goes to Zamdela clinic to get her medication and
she told us that there were many patients like her. Adding to Sasol's
bad air there is a sewage pipe 3 metres away from her house and
sometimes when it is blocked you will see water at her door which
is smelling very bad.

We also interviewed Evelyn Rammai fron Botshabela Park, who
was born in 1991. Evelyn is suffering from asthma since 2007. She
also goes to Zamdela Clinic to get her medication. She said life has
been difficult for her because when people smoke near her and
when Sasol start smelling her condition is worsened.

Thabo Rabolila is also a victim of asthma, his mother Puleng
Rabolila told us about her sleepless nights struggling with Thabo
when he was young.Thabo was in and out hospital during winter as
the situation worsened.

Just before completing this report I observed a friend's daughter,
Palesa, having a nosebleed for more than ten minutes and stop and
start again after 20 minutes.This happened three times. I went the
next day to check how little Palesa slept. I was told that she had the
same problem at school.

Many people we have interviewed were aware about pollution in
Sasolburg, some of them said that breathing bad smells is their daily
bread. Many of their family advised them to leave the area and go
where there is less pollution.

While the community living around Sasol suffer the effects of
pollution they receive little benefit from the company.The company
avoids giving permanent work to the people. They prefer to give
them only short-term contracts.

Sasol is very good at presenting themselves as a socially

responsible company to gain legitimacy from government and other
community members. However we the residents know that they
place their profits above the health of the community.

Government's response
Many organisations such as Groundwork,Vaal Environmental Justice
Alliance and Earthlife have been putting pressure on Sasol to reduce
its environmental impact and to be transparent.

The government responded by declaring the Vaal Triangle
including Sasolburg a hotspot and a priority area for attention.We
now have an air quality understanding.

There is a monitoring station that is owned by Government at
Iketsetseng Secondary School. There are many problems with this
monitoring station.The local municipality does not have the capacity
to manage this monitoring station and it is still being managed by a
private consultant.We don't believe that this station is effective.

Recommendations
Sasol must take responsibility for the damage they have done to the
air we breathe and our health.
! We want the department of health to be involved and they

must conduct a study in Sasolburg to check the number of
affected people and take steps against Sasol.

! Sasol doesn't employ local people they must start investing in
the programs to empower youth 

! Sasol must reduce its emissions that also contributes to
Climate Change.

Cultural activities 
We created a stage performance in which we talked about the
problems of Environmental pollution. We performed this at the
Environmental Youth Indada that was held on the 23 September
2010, celebrating Heritage Day in Zamdela at Lerato Hall in
Sasolburg.

Community action 
Last year we participated in marches against Sasol.The 12 October
has been declared as a Sasol Day. On the 12 October 2010 we
participated in a big march again against Sasol in Sasolburg and
Rosebank at their Head office. The march was attended by more
than 2500 people.
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Kwa Thema is a township situated in the East Rand not far
from Johannesburg. The population of Kwa Thema is about
40 thousand people with very high unemployment caused by

the recession and illegal immigrants.We are now faced with a high
crime rate especially house breaking and rape.

In our first meeting we drew a map of our community to pin
point the hotspots and to develop a plan to talk to people about the
problem of dumping in our community.We wanted to find out what
they were doing about it, whether they were aware of the hazards
they were facing, and if they had taken any action and what the
response was.We also made a plan on how we would approach the
Municipalities about the dumping and what their plan of action was.

We divided into 3 work teams to cover the different sections of
the location.This was done according the map of Kwa Thema.

Each group was asked to gather information on why people are
dumping, what they are doing about it, what the leaders' responses
were and possible solutions to the problem. We agreed to meet
again after the work teams had done their research.

Joe Slovo
In the Joe Slovo area the residents were not given dustbins because

they were illegal and lived in an informal settlement. Some were
reluctant to talk about their leaders because they feared we might
be spies and if they talked bad about them they might not get RDP
houses.

Dumping was causing a lot of flies, rats and bad smells. One
woman living 80 metres from the dumping ground said she
sometimes experienced headaches. Children play in dumping areas
when parents are not around. Sometimes they get hurt by the
bottles.

The water stream that runs near Joe Slovo is full of dirt in such
way that it clogged up because people are using it as a dumping area.
Some in the community said the solution is to protest to get the
leaders to talk to them.

Rest in Peace 
In some of the houses there were about five families living in the
one yard with one dustbin which is not enough to accommodate all
the families.That is why they end up dumping because the dustbin is
full in one day.They explained this to the council representative but
it was in vain.

The recent municipality strikes made things worse because even

Dumping crisis

Kwa Thema
East Rand, Gauteng

This report was prepared by the Kwa Thema community group led by the Bench
Marks monitor Meshack Mbangula and included Toto, Percy, Vusi, Vuyani, Busi,
Bukwelwa,Thuli, Jeff, Mafa,Thabo, Nhlanhla, Gladys and Thami.
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if the strike is over the damages remain. When the community
complains to the council it is clean for only a brief period.

A lot of dumping takes place in open spaces. The solution is to
build parks there and have people patrol them to stop dumping.

Shafts in Rest in Peace
Shafts from a disused mine have not been closed and the buildings
from the mine still remain. Residents who live near this shaft are
concerned because there are no fences or barricades and no
warning signs to warn people of the dangers there. They say this
shaft has been like that since they moved from Paynville in 1960.

The government has done nothing. The shaft is dangerous
because children who play there risk drowning in the dirty water
that fills the cellars in the building and shafts.

The shaft is now used as a dumping area and whatever is dumped
cannot be easily removed because of the holes and water.The local
government said that they were not responsible for these shafts and
buildings we must talk with Government Regulators and the mines
involved.We are still trying work out who is responsible for these
shafts.

Highland 
The waste collectors don't always come to collect the waste. The
council leaders make empty promises and children get injured by
the broken bottles.

A group in the community have taken the initiative of building
parks in open spaces. But people keep on dumping and the local
government is not helping at all. The group built parks in an illegal
dumping area and people started dumping in another area near the
park. When they spoke to the people dumping they were
threatened by these people.

Illegal dumping areas 
We found rats on the illegal dumping areas, disposable nappies and
pads, dead dogs, lots of broken bottles, explosive cans of Doom and
poisonous plastic bottles like the detergent Jik and children playing
here.

Local government's response
We received the following response from the officials we spoke to.
They said that Kwa Thema has 7 wards which are colour coded.This
shows how they collect the waste.They said they don't have enough
information why people are dumping.

They said that they will be giving each household an extra dustbin.
They also said that they will be giving people in the informal
settlements bins.They informed us that they will be talking to the
mayor soon and they will come back to us.

When we showed them the photos, they started phoning around
and wanted to know why the people responsible for collecting the
illegal waste were not doing their jobs.They wanted us to leave the
photos with them. We indicated to them that when they were
prepared to deal with us, then we will talk about the photos.They
wanted our e-mail addresses to be able to communicate with us and
convene a further meeting.

Budget for waste
The Ekurhuleni local government said that the budget of R170
million per year that they get is not only for Kwa Thema but for
three towns, i.e. Nigel, Springs and Brakpan.They would not tell us
how the money was distributed to each township. We contacted
one of the Administrators in Springs. He told us we must contact
him when he comes back on leave.

We spoke to our local newspaper which is called African Report.
Through a reporter we scheduled a meeting for 15th of October
with the Ekurhuleni Waste Management committee. The aim is to
know what problems they have regarding the dumping and come
with suggestion as much as the concern of the community.We are
looking forward to the meeting.

They indicated the Metro has been very prudent in managing its
obligations, deliver services and carry out capital projects. Over and
above their holistic strategy has been adopted and initiatives are
already under way to reduce the illegal dumping.All this, is after they
saw the photos and prepared to talk to us.
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Soweto is one of the largest townships in South Africa.A large
section of Soweto is located around disused mine dumps.
Soweto has been the front page image of South Africa since the

days of apartheid due to its struggle for liberation from oppression
and it has grown to be the attraction to not only the African
continent but the whole world. It became the symbol of freedom
and the beginning of the new era for South African citizens and an
exemplar to the world at large.

Although it got its freedom and it's been exercising this freedom
for almost 16 years now, the effects of the apartheid past is still
playing a big role in the lives of the people , even today.

Europeans and British capitalists came to this land building mines
everywhere and making money out of our rich land to benefit
themselves. Soweto is one of the cities that has been affected by
mining operations.The people around this community are worried
about pollution that arises from this mining.

Soweto is surrounded by three mines namely, Durban deep, Shaft
17 and West Rand Mining. Out of these three mines, only one is still
operating,West Rand Mining.The two other mines were closed and
have been left unattended.

Durban Deep Mine poses a bring threat to the community of
Soweto. The mine dumps which are left unattended or
unsupervised, are causing dust pollution around Soweto and
neighbouring communities. Meadowlands, Dobsenville, Dooronkop
and Mzimhlope are the areas mainly affected by this dust pollution.

According to our research, we found that these mines were
abandoned long ago. Residents continue to get sick out of the dust
that flies from the mine dumps.The owners of these mines did not
properly act out the closing plan for their mines. If the companies
followed the plans according the requirements in the law the people
would not be in the situation they are today.

Interviews with residents 

In our continuous monitoring research, we interviewed some of the
residents trying to find out how dust pollution affected their health
and how much they know about this sicknesses caused by the dust
pollution.

Ms Nyakallo Bothloko (32) says that "this dust thing from mines
is damaging our eyes, my family is now using spectacles and it is
costly to get them and many residents have the same problem".

Dust pollution in Soweto

Soweto
Gauteng province

The first part of this report was written by Victor Moloto and Mabandla Nkosi,
two community activists who are associated with the Justice and Peace group in
Soweto.The second part of the report was written by Maseiso Shirley Pelesa a
community activist who lives in the informal settlement.
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In this research we found out that people not only suffered with
eye problems but also other illnesses such as: short breath, asthma,
TB, chest problems and skin irritation.This was confirmed by people
we spoke to in the local clinics

Mr. Jonas "Tshidi Mokula" Sibiya who is suffering from short
breath said, "My wife,who passed on in 1999, and I have experienced
this dust from these mines since 1992 when the owners left. We
were told that we are suffering from chest problems and that we
suffering from short breath.

Our son who is 12 years old has skin irritation and its always
itching and I took him to the clinic but they told me this was caused
by dust from the mine dumps. This is the land of our great grand
fathers and this white always comes here to dig up our minerals and
leave us with nothing but being poor and sick."

Residents of Dobsonville and Green Village have other grievances
concerning the operation of their mines.They say that their houses
have cracks due to the "bombing" from the West Rand Mine. The
residents have laid a complaint with the police and also mine
representatives, but nothing has been done even today. They
complain that they pay large amounts of money for their houses
which are still bond houses.

In conclusion of our research we felt it is important for the
community to make a detailed record of health problems and get
the help of the local clinics.This information will be useful to make
a case against the mine.

Dust pollution from mining dumps in Doornkop

My name is Maseiso Shirley Pelesa I come from the Informal
settlement situated at Doornkop western site of Johannesburg
Gauteng province in South Africa.

The area was used as agricultural area before. Then in 1991 we
moved in the area to settle as community coming from different
townships in Soweto backyard dwellers.

Doornkop is situated next to the mine called Durban deep,
though it is not the only mine, there are several mines surrounding

the area. Since people were desperate for place to live they decided
to move in to the area not knowing the danger of living there.They
just realized after the surveyors came that in some parts of the area
is dolomite so some of the households were relocated to other
areas.

We experienced dust pollution from the mining dump since 1992
when the community started stealing the pipes that were used to
irrigate or water the mining dumps, because there were no taps in
their yards. No one took responsibility because the mines were
closed and abandoned, no one was even monitoring.

The community started complaining about the dust pollution, but
they did not know the owners. Eventually we managed to trace the
responsible person and we delegated some leaders to meet with
them.They never hesitated to tell the delegation that they are not
responsible as the pipes were installed to water the mine dumps but
the community stole them. The community members challenged
them to donate the amount of R5 per household to replace the
pipes but they were reluctant to donate.

The concerned residents started a little research project, mainly
to check the symptoms caused by the mining dust. With the help
from the local clinic and the surgery in the area we managed to
discover that the majority of people are affected by the mine dump
dust.The following symptoms were discovered: eye problems, chest
problems and itchy rough skin problems.

The concerned residents went on to find other solutions to the
dust problem, we went through the training to learn how to prevent
this problem and we discovered that a certain type of grass was
suggested to be planted to prevent the dust. Unfortunately we did
not manage to do that because the grass is very expensive and with
no funding, no government intervention and intimidation from the
ruling party weakened our struggle.

Currently we are re-organizing ourselves again to challenge the
relevant authorities to come up with solutions because this dust is
a contributing factor to the deaths of people.
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Global Corporations in the pursuit for higher
and higher profits know no nation or borders.
Our struggle to make these corporations

accountable to the people therefore has to follow
them regardless of national or country borders.

This year the Bench Marks Foundation's
monitoring project linked up with IANRA (The
International Alliance on Natural Resources in
Africa) to link community monitor groups in Zambia
and Malawi. Next year we hope to link with groups in
Tanzania and Zimbabwe.

The approach of the Monitoring Project is that
each country will develop their own approach to

organising local communities and that we should
develop a strong network to share information
experiences and organising strategies and tools.

In 2010 joint workshops were held in Zambia and
Malawi and all three countries came together in
Johannesburg to share ideas and experiences.

This process of sharing and network building will
continue into 2011 with joint workshops, meetings
and communication through the monitoring website
(https://sites.google.com/site/monitoringaction).

In this section we present writings from
community groups in Malawi and Zambia.

Section 3

Building the African 
Community Monitors Network
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Kitwe illegal mining

Zambia
Story by Jacob Mukuka 

Despite being a dirty, difficult and dangerous job, illegal mining
seems to have countered the poverty and unemployment
among some residents in Kitwe, a major copper-producing

town in the copperbelt. The scenario in the hub of the province
exposes how children are conscripted into the precarious business.
Boys as young as 13 years old are being used by selfish individuals
as a money spinner.

One would expect boys of this age to spend more time in school
trying to lay a firm foundation for their future. But alas, the boys are
deprived of this opportunity, their innocence is stripped off. Coming
in contact with these boys, you see cruelty, violence and
condemnation on their faces.They lose sight of reality because they
want a share of the country's natural resources.

The irony is that at school these boys learn that the country's
resources belong to that country which they can imagine happening
in Zambia. Further, civics teach that the resources should be used to
develop the country in particular. It also follows that if these
resources belong to the country, then it is the citizens of that
country that should benefit. Residents living in the copper-producing
towns do not benefit.

Walking down the memory lane, let's look into the better days of
Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines (ZCCM), then under state
control.The mines provided for the Zambian people.The mines did
not just look after their workers; they provided services to the
whole community. ZCCM managed the environment in the mine
townships, maintained the roads and collected refuse as well as
providing social clubs in the mine townships among other things.
They encouraged the growth of economic and social activities
dependent on miners' incomes, such as shops, farms to supply food
to the mine areas and other industrial activities.Youth Development
Schemes helped youths in the compounds identify the skills they
could pursue and formalise as careers.

The collapse of ZCCM forced Zambia to sell the mines to foreign
investors. The challenge to the new owners of the mines was to
maintain the much needed social provision.Their main aim was and
still is profit maximisation, and that cannot be achieved without cost
control measures.

The fall of ZCCM and the credit crunch subjected the people of
Zambia to a lot of suffering. As way of devising a way for survival
strategies, those without skills resorted to venturing into illegal

businesses just to earn a living. The illegal mining business thrived
and now reveals a sad reality of how children are recruited into this
dangerous trade.

The local name for illegal miners is commonly known as 'Jelabos',
literally meaning jail boys.The process starts with them going to the
mines to dig for the ore in the disused dumps.The dumps have killed
many people in the past. In April this year, seven young men died at
a site and a 13 year-old primary school boy died during the same
time at another site.

These miners dig holes wherever they can in the dumps thus
leaving them prone to collapse because the base of these dumps is
compromised.Trenches and pockets are made leading to where ore
is dedicated. During the rainy season between November and April,
the sites pose high risk of collapse as the base is softened.

But in most circumstances the ore is dug; it is then qualified and
quantified. It is separated into grades. The high grade is sold in
bags to the middle men who deal with and deliver to the Chinese
copper dealers. These businessmen operate small refineries. The
ore which is refined is later sold to metal companies and that
which is in concentrate form is sold outside the country. At this
stage, the business becomes legal because big businessmen handle
the trade.

The boys, Jelabos, are paid K50,000 for every 25kg bag of ore
supplied to the ready buyers.These buyers have managed to put up
big houses and drive posh vehicles ranging from Hammers,
Chevrolets, BMWs to mention but a few.This is at the expense of
the  lads.

Concerns
The money realised from the sale of copper ore is spent

recklessly on beer, drugs and sex.This risk behaviour is attributed to
the high prevalence of HIV infections.

Fights exist in large numbers.This happens because high grade ore
is only found in some places.Violent fights begin when claiming for
areas where the high grade is found.The illegal miners dig trenches
where there is little or no proper ventilation. They cover their
mouths and noses with mutton cloths to reduce inhaling dust.This
poses a health hazard to their lives.

Over the past years, small smelters have mushroomed in
residential areas and this enterprise contributes to air pollution.
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Some sections of Malawian society are celebrating the coming
of uranium mining to Malawi.They see Malawi as experiencing
a taste of the big time and the Kayelekera Uranium Mine has

brought this experience. Kayalekera Uranium Mine is owned by
Paladin, an Australian company. The mine is located approximately
52km by road to the west of Karonga district in the northern region
of Malawi.

The mine is projected to be contributing 10% to the GDP and
20% to export revenues.This, supporters of uranium mining argue,
will support the economy of Malawi in many ways in terms of local
procurement, forex and corporate social responsibility in the labour
sector. More so they say that the upcoming mining industry in
Malawi will not only play a significant role in the economy but will
also help in poverty reduction in the rural communities where the
mineral industry is based. In this case, they say the Kayelekera
community in Karonga stands to benefit more from having a
uranium mine.

But there is another way of seeing the impact of uranium mining
on Malawian society and its environment. Uranium mining has a
severe negative impact on the environment, workers' health and
rights and the livelihoods of people living close to the mine.

Uranium mining has a substantial negative impact on the

environment. The construction of an open pit mine implies a
temporary destruction of the local ecosystems which has a severe
impact on biodiversity, soil hydrology and ground and surface water
management. Furthermore, radioactivity affects the quality of water,
air and soil. And due to large amounts of water required in a
uranium mining operation it tends to lead to shortages in water
which has become evident in the Karonga district. Storage of waste
and tailings also pose many dangers to the environment.

In addition to the environmental effects, uranium mining holds
serious health risks for mine workers and the general population,
especially those in close proximity to the mine and those using
recycled tools and machines used in uranium mines. Inhaling radon
gas in uranium dust and being exposed to the gamma radiation can
cause various forms of cancer.What is more, migrant workers tend
to engage prostitutes for sex or an ideology of relationship which
exposes them to STIs and HIV/Aids.

Workers are usually not well informed of the dangers of working
in a uranium mine hence abusing their rights.

Uranium mining operations also come with social impacts and
these have begun to be felt by the people in Karonga. Due to the
unequal distribution of benefits derived from the mines, local people
are involved in conflicts.

Uranium mining in Malawi

Malawi
Story by Theana Msolomba 



Mere existence of the mine and the influx of migrant workers
bring about an increase in moral decay which is evident in the
increase in prostitutes and prostitution, thereby increasing the
number of infected workers who then infect other people in the
area.

High costs of living, pressure of available social services and basic
needs such as accommodation, are also consequences of the mine
operations and people in Kayelekera and Karonga as a whole, are
feeling such impacts.

A lot of businesses in Karonga have targeted the mine as a buyer
for their products or services and have resorted to overcharging at
the expense of the locals. More so, the Kayelekera mine is said to
have increased corrupt practices among the locals and intruded on
cultural and religious places among other things.

Having looked at the pros and cons of uranium mining in Malawi
it is very important that as citizens we need to play an active role in
monitoring the activities of the mine and not to leave the
responsibility to the government.

All stakeholders need to join hands in ensuring that these effects
of uranium mining should not affect the people now or the future
generations of Malawi.
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Section 4

Using Media 
as an Organising Tool

Community groups do not have access to big
money; they are far away from the big
government leaders and the head offices of

the global corporations who have great control over
their lives. The big corporations have a strong
influence over government and increasingly we
observe senior government and political party
leaders in the pay of big private corporations.

How does this 'David' (the grassroots community
group) challenge 'Goliath' (the corporations and
government leaders controlled by corporations)? 

David chose the way to fight Goliath, and he used a
weapon/technology which was very accessible (a
homemade sling and stones), and most of all he had
courage and was disciplined and highly skilled in the
use of his weapon.

Over the past 20 to 30 years there has been a
revolution  in information and communications
technology which has lead to radical changes in
people's access to information and their ability to
communicate from little villages across the globe.
While there are still many obstacles there is a
growing availability of computers, cell phones, sms's
and emails to working class and poor people from
city to villages.This revolution has provided the 'sling'
and 'pebbles' for community groups to build their
power.

An important part of the strategy of the
Community Monitoring Activists Project is to train
and encourage monitors to experiment with this new
media as a tool to build community power and to
engage Goliath.
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Email

An important part of the training of a community monitor is the
skill to create and send an email. Only a few monitors have
computers or access to the internet. Monitors use 'cyber' or
'internet cafes' in the nearest town centre to send their email. Some
monitors have cell phones which allow them to send and receive
emails, however this is a very limited means.

Blogs 

This year monitors spent time creating a blog for their local
community. We hope that over time as community monitors
become more skilled and as soon as the group gets computers and
internet access, they will use these blogs to record the day to day
events in their communities and communicate that to the rest of
the world.

Facebook 

Facebook is an internet facility that makes it possible for groups to
share information as well as talk with each other 'live'.

This year a small group participated in a workshop on using the
internet.Two weeks after the workshop the group participated in a
discussion on Facebook from areas as far apart as Polokwane,
Rustenburg and Johannesburg. This exercise demonstrated to us
that community groups can talk with each other between South
African and Zambia and Malawi between Africa and Asia, Europe and
the Americas.

'Street Blogging'

Emails, blogs and Facebook help the community group communicate
from the local community across the world, but how do we
communicate in our own local communities? Most working class

and poor communities have little or no access to computers and
the internet. Many communities don't have access to electricity.

The Kwa Thema group just outside Johannesburg has started to
explore ways in which they could develop their ideas and skills in
communicating through the local computers.

In their first workshop they talked about the many ways in which
community communications could be built.The meeting and door-
to-door discussions is the basic form. But these could be
strengthened with the use of newsletters and pamphlets.

The group is currently exploring ways in which public spaces
could be used as a way of communicating with the community.This
includes the use of posters and writings on walls and buildings.This
we hope will develop into a form of 'Street Blogging'.
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